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Introduction
This WestMARC Seating System has been specifically designed to 
meet your seating and positioning needs, by maximising function 
whilst providing a comfortable and durable seating solution.
It has been prescribed and fitted by a rehabilitation professional, 
either a Bioengineer or Therapist, and all further adjustments 
must be performed by a qualified rehabilitation professional. 

Components of the Seating System
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Thoracic Support

Hip Guide

Pommel

Pelvic 
Belt

Shoulder Harness

Headrest

Please Note: The picture is for illustration only.   
Your WestMARC Seating System may have all of  
the components shown or only a few.  It may be  
mounted on a different wheelbase.



Routine Checks
Before you use your wheelchair always visually check it for any 
loose or missing nuts and bolts, brackets or unusual wear and 
tear around the attachments. If you think any part of the seating 
system is loose, out of line or missing, please contact Westmarc.
After removing and refitting the seat and, or backrest it is 
important to make sure that all securing knobs and clamps  
are tightened.

Removal & Refitting Of Backrest and Seat Board
If you regularly dismantle your wheelchair for placing in a car,  
the prescriber will have shown you how to remove and reassemble  
the seating.  The information below is provided as a reminder.

 Tension Hook    Easy Clamp      Retainer Clamp   Frame Clamp

Backrest
The backrest is fitted with two Easy Clamps at the top and two 
Tension Hooks at the bottom.  The Easy Clamps are located 
by Frame Clamps and Tension Hooks are located by Retainer 
Clamps below them.
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Removing backrest: 
Open the Easy Clamps at the top 
by pushing the lever forwards 
and outwards.  Push the backrest 
forward at the top until the Easy 
Clamps have disengaged from 
the push handles.  Slide the 
backrest up until the Tension 
Hooks are above the Retainer 
Clamps.  Push the Tension Hooks 
forward until they disengage 
from the push handles.

Refitting backrest: 
Make sure the Easy Clamps are 
open.  Align the Tension Hooks 
with the wheelchair backrest 
posts and push firmly until 
they snap into place.  Slide the 
backrest down until the Tension 
Hooks are located behind the 
Retainer Clamps and the Easy 
Clamps are aligned with the 
Frame Clamps.  Push the Easy 
Clamps into place around the 
push handles.  Rotate the levers 
on the Easy Clamps by pushing 
them backwards. 

If a shoulder harness has been 
prescribed, it will be attached 
to the backrest.  Make sure 
that the straps are not caught 
between the push handles and 
the backrest when remounting 
the backrest.  The back cushion 
is removed and reattached using 
the hook & loop fastening.
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Seat Board
The Seat Board is fitted with four Easy Clamps and two or four 
Frame Clamps.
Removing seat board: Open the levers on the four Easy Clamps.  
The seat board can now be lifted straight off the  
wheelchair frame.
Refitting seat board: Make sure the Easy Clamps are open.  
Align the seat board so that the Easy Clamps will drop into 
place between the Frame Clamps.  Rotate the levers on the Easy 
Clamps downwards.  Check that the seat board cannot slide 
forwards or backwards.
Make sure that the pelvic belt does not get caught underneath 
when remounting the seat board. The seat cushion is removed 
and reattached using hook & loop fastening.

Additional Equipment
Your WestMARC Seating System may also be fitted with some or 
all of the following equipment.
Headrest
If your WestMARC Seating System is fitted with a headrest then it 
may be the one which can be removed and replaced as described 
below. If a different type of headrest and, or mounting is being 
used on your seat, we will provide you with the appropriate 
alternative information.
To remove:  Use the index finger and thumb 
of one hand to squeeze the release levers on 
the mounting bracket.  When these have been 
fully compressed, use your other hand to lift the 
headrest and stem up and out of the mounting 
bracket.
To replace:  Slide the headrest tube into the 
hole in the mounting bracket. Press down until 
assembly snaps into place.  The collar fixed 
around the stem will make sure that the headrest returns to the 
correct height and orientation. This type of headrest is suitable 
for use in transportation.  If the headrest becomes loose or 
requires to be adjusted (e.g. it appears to be too low or high, too 
far forward or back) please contact WestMARC.
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Fixed Thoracic Supports
If your WestMARC Seating System is fitted with fixed thoracic 
supports, any movement in them should be reported to  
WestMARC.  Also, if they require to be adjusted (e.g. they are  
too high or low, too tight or loose), please contact WestMARC.
Swing-Away Thoracic Supports
If your WestMARC Seating System is fitted with swing-away 
thoracic supports, you may find it convenient to swing the 
thoracic supports away to move a sling into position for hoisting 
or to create space to adjust clothing.
There are two different Swing-Away Thoracic Supports
Note:  You may need to take the weight of the user off the pad 
first and rotate the pad slightly inwards before swinging out.

To swing-out: Use your index finger, positioned 
in the groove underneath the hinge, to lift 
the thoracic support straight up and rotate 
outwards.  Note: You may need to take the 
weight of the user off the pad first and rotate 
the pad slightly inwards before swinging out. 

To swing-in: Push the thoracic towards the 
wheelchair. You will hear it click into place. 
Note: you do not need to lift it up.  If the 
thoracic supports require to be adjusted  
(e.g. they appear to be too high or low, too 
tight or loose), please contact WestMARC.

Use your thumb to depress the silver latch lever  
indicated, this disengages the locking pin.

Lever Latch

Lift and Swing

 



Flip-Down Pommel
If your WestMARC Seating System is fitted with an abductor or 
pommel, it may be the one which can be flipped down and back 
as described below.  However, if a different type of abductor, 
pommel or kneeblock is being used on your seat, you will have 
been provided with alternative information.  You may find it 
convenient to swing the pommel out of the way during transfers, 
to assist with toileting, etc.  Your Chair may be fitted with one of 
the mechanisms shown below:

! As with any device used to control posture, care must be 
taken to inspect the skin regularly for reddening or other 
pressure marks. 

To flip down:  push upward 
on the release lever under the 
front of the bracket. This will 
allow the abductor hinge to 
disengage and flip forward 
and down.

Push In

To flip down:  push in the 
release button in front of the 
bracket. This will allow the 
abductor hinge to disengage 
and flip forward and down.

Push Up

Push In

Hip Guides Or Adductor Pads
If your WestMARC Seating System is fitted with hip guides, these 
will be fixed to the seat board.  Any movement in them should 
be reported to WestMARC.  Also, if they require to be adjusted 
(e.g. they appear to be too tight or loose), please contact WestMARC.
Harnesses
Your WestMARC seating system will be fitted with a pelvic belt.   
It may also be fitted with an anterior chest harness.  There may 
be other straps or harnesses fitted to the seating or wheelchair.  
You will have been provided with information regarding the use 
and care of these parts.

To flip up: bring 
the abductor 
assembly upward 
until the release 
lever snaps into 
place. (There is   
no need to 
hold the release 
mechanism).  
Check the front 
surfaces of the 
cushion are not 
preventing the 
bracket from 
locking in place.
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Care and Cleaning
Hardware
All hardware including seat board, backrest board can be cleaned 
with common household detergents and a soft cloth.  Make sure 
the seating system is dry before use.
Seat and Backrest Cushion Covers
•	 For all seat covers (except Vinyl and Ninian).  To remove  
 everyday dirt, wash with a mild soap and warm water   
 solution and dry with a soft cloth. For more difficult   
 stains, the cushion covers may be unzipped and removed  
 for washing at 40º in a washing machine with normal   
 household detergent. It is recommended that the cover  
 be drip-dried. Always fasten the zip and do not turn the  
 covers inside-out.  Where higher machine washing   
 temperatures are required, please contact Westmarc.

•	 Vinyl and Ninian cannot be washed in the machine but  
 should be wiped down with a clean damp cloth. Where  
 higher machine washing temperatures are required, please  
 contact WestMARC.
Note: You may have been prescribed a non-standard seat 
cushion (e.g. Flotech, Jay, Roho), in which case specific cleaning 
requirements for this product will be provided.
Cushion Foam
The seat cushion may be covered in a platilon (clear stretch 
plastic) liner, which should not be removed as this provides 
extra protection for the foam.  If the foam of the seat of back 
cushion becomes soiled, please contact WestMARC.

Fabric on Headrests, Thoracic Supports, Abductors and Pelvic 
Guides
The fabric on these components may be cleaned with a neutral 
detergent and hot water and / or a single use wipe.   
If the component becomes soiled, please contact WestMARC  
for advice on cleaning or replacement of the part(s).

For any further advice please contact WestMARC on 0844 811 3001
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